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0. Introduction 
By a transformation group (X, T, p> we mean a compact Hausdorff topological 
space X, a topological group T, and a continuous map p : XX T -+ X, p(x, t) = xt 
such that 
(1) xe =x; 
(2) (xt>s =x(B). 
A subset Y of X is called inuariunt under T if YT c Y. A subset M of X is called 
a minimal subset of X if (1) M is a closed, nonempty, and invariant subset under 
T; (2) if N is a closed, nonempty, invariant subset under T, and N CM, then 
N = M. One can see easily that M is minimal iff the orbit of any element x in M is 
dense in M. If X is minimal, we say that (X, T, p) or simply (X, T) is a minimd 
transformation group. By [7, Proposition 2.41, every transformation group has a 
minimal subset. In ergodic theory we study measure preserving transformations 
which may not be one-to-one, so it is natural to weaken the above assumption and 
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allow T to be a topological semigroup with identity. In this case (X, T, p) is called 
a transformation semigroup. Minimal subsets in transformation semigroups are 
defined similarly. Using the argument in [7, Proposition 2.41, one can see that every 
transformation semigroup has a minimal subset. If X is a minimal set in a 
transformation semigroup (X, S), then (X, S) is called a minimal transformation 
semigroup. Like minimal transformation groups, it is interesting to study minimal 
transformation semigroups; but without some restriction on S, minimal transfor- 
mation semigroups are too general. For example, let X be a compact T2 space and 
S be the semigroup of all continuous maps from X into X. Then (X, S) is a 
minimal transformation semigroup. A natural restriction is the commutativity of S. 
In this paper, we assume S to be a discrete abelian semigroup with identity unless 
we specify and we shall always use X to denote a compact Hausdorff space. We 
would like to know how far abelian transformation semigroups are from transfor- 
mation groups. 
In Section 1 we give basic definitions and notations of transformation semi- 
groups. In Section 2 we show that any abelian minimal transformation semigroup 
(X, S) has a minimal extension (2, S) which is a minimal transformation semi- 
group such that S acts on X as homomorphisms. By a minimal extension we mean 
a minimal transformation semigroup (X, S) such that if (Y, S) is a minimal set and 
4:(Y, s> + (X, s> is a homomorphism and S acts on Y as homeomorphisms, then 
there exists a homomorphism 8 : (Y, S) -+ Cd, S) such that the following diagram 
commutes: 
(8, S) z (Y, q 
(Moreover, r is proximal.) In Section 3 we study some basic dynamical properties 
of minimal transformation semigroups such as the proximal relation, the regionally 
proximal relation, etc. In Proposition 3.1 we show that if (X, T) is a minimal 
transformation group with X compact T,, T abelian, and T = SS-l, where S is a 
semigroup with identity, then (X, S) is a minimal transformation semigroup. In 
Section 4 we show that if p is an S-invariant measure on (X, S>, then there is a 
T-invariant measure b on X corresponding to w. This correspondence is one-to-one 
(Theorem 4.3). Using this fact we are able to generalize a result of McMahon 1111 
to the semigroup case. The proof also illustrates how to use (2, S) to obtain 
information about (X, S). 
Standing notation: 
l y: The class of abelian minimal transformation semigroups; 
l Z: The class of abelian minimal transformation semigroups (X, S) such that 
S acts on X as homeomorphisms; 
l g: The class of abelian minimal transformation groups. 
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1. 
In this section we give some definitions and collect some known results which 
we need later. 
Let (X, S) be a transformation semigroup where X is compact T2 (S is not 
necessarily abelian). Then by using Zorn’s lemma, we see that X has a minimal 
subset. 
Let (X, S) be a transformation semigroup. We say S is effective on X if for 
every t, s E S, with t # s there is an x EX with xt fxs. Also we say S is strongly 
effecticle on X if for every t, s E S, with t + s and all x E X we have xt # xs. In this 
paper, we assume S is effective on X. 
Let (X, S), (Y, S) be transformation semigroups. A map I,!J : X + Y is called a 
homomorphism if it is continuous and if for every s in S and every x in X we have 
C#~XS) = +(x)s. If #J is l-l and onto, we call C$ an isornorphism and we write 
(X, S) z (Y, S). If C#J is onto, we call 4 an epimorphism. When C$ is an epimor- 
phism we also say that (X, S) is an extension of (Y, S). 
Let (X, S) be an abelian effective minimal transformation semigroup. Since S is 
abelian, S is strongly effective on X and, in addition, for every s E S we have 
Xs =X. Hence S is a cancellative semigroup. To see this, let st = St’, s, t, t’ E S. 
For every x E X there exists x’ EX such that x’s =x. Hence xt = (x’s>t = (x’s)t’ 
=xt’. That is, t = t’. Therefore S can be imbedded in a group T. We shall assume 
our semigroup always has such property without further comments. 
We state the following definitions and theorem from [9]. 
Definition 1.1 [9, Definition 1.71. A subset D of an abelian semigroup S is called 
syndetic if there exists a finite subset K of S such that for each element s E S, 
there exists k E K with sk ED. 
Definition 1.2 [9, Definition 1.81. Let (X, S) be a transformation semigroup. 
point x E X is called almost periodic for (X, S) if for any neighborhood V of 
the set {s E S 1 xs E V} is syndetic. 
A 
X, 
Theorem 1.3 [9, Theorems 1.15 and 1.171. Let (X, S) be a transformation semi- 
group. A point x in X is almost periodic for (X, S> iff 2 is minimal. 
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Remarks 1.4. Let (X, S) be a transformation semigroup. The set Xx of all maps 
from X into X is compact with respect to the product topology of X (this 
topology coincides with the pointwise convergence topology). Each s in S induces 
a continuous map + : X*X, &(x> =XS. The closure of (+ I s E S} in Xx is 
called the enveloping semigroup E(X, S> (or simply E(X)) of (X, S>. The theory of 
enveloping semigroups was developed in (61. In particular, this theory does not 
require S to be a group. Most of the basic theorems in (71 do not depend on T to 
be a group. In fact, they can be stated for the semigroup case. We list most of them 
here. 
[7, Proposition 3.21: 
(1) E(X) is a sub-semigroup of Xx; 
(2) the map (p, s) +ps from E(X) X S into E(X) defines an action of S on 
E(X), and (E(X), S) is a transformation semigroup; 
(3) the maps L, : p + qp from E(X) into E(X) are continuous for q E E(X); 
(4) the maps R, : p +ps from E(X) into E(X) are continuous for s E S. 
[7, Proposition 3.31: 
(5) For each x in X, the map 0, : p - xp from E(X, S) into X is a homomor- 
phism, and 0,< E(X)) = xS. 
Let (X, S) be a transformation semigroup and let E(X) be its enveloping 
semigroup. A nonempty subset Z of E(X) is called a right ideal if ZE(X) cl. The 
set of all idempotents of I is denoted by J (or J(Z)). We use U, U, . . . for elements 
of J. 
17, Proposition 3.41: 
(6) For the transformation semigroup (X, S) with its enveloping semigroup 
E(X), the minimal subsets of the transformation semigroup (E(X), S) coincide 
with the minimal right ideals of the semigroup E(X). 
[7, Proposition 3.51: 
For the transformation semigroup (X, S) with its enveloping semigroup E(X) 
and a minimal right ideal Z of E(X) we have: 
(7) The set J of idempotent of I is nonempty; 
(8) for u E J, Zu is a subgroup of Z with identity U; when S is abelian, then 
US c ZUU; 
(9) (ZU 1 u E J} is a partition of I; 
(10)If UEJand PEZ, then up=p. 
[7, Proposition 3.71: 
(11) Let (X, S) be a transformation semigroup, E(X, S> be its enveloping 
semigroup, Z be a minimal right ideal in E(X, S) and x EX. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) x is an almost periodic point of (X, S); 
(ii) 3 = xl; 
(iii) there exists an idempotent u E Z with xu =x. 
(12) Let (X, S) and (Y, S> be transformation semigroups and let cp :(X, S) ---f 
(Y, S) be an epimorphism. Then there exists a unique epimorphism + : (E(X), S> 
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-+ (E(Y), S) such that for every x EX the following diagram commutes: 
E(X) 2 E(Y) 
Moreover I,$ is also a semigroup homomorphism. For details see [7, Proposition 
3.81. 
Definition 1.5. Let (X, S) be a transformation semigroup and x, y E X. We say x 
and y are proximal or (x, y) is a proximal pair if there exists a net (s*) in S such 
that lim, XS~ = lim, ys,. We denote the set of all proximal pairs by P(X, S) or 
simply P(X), and it is called the proximal relation on X. 
We have (x, y) E P(S) iff (x, y)S f~ A # (d iff there exists a p E E(X) such that 
xp=ypiff(x,y)~~{~S~‘I(~isanindex}whereaS~~={z~X~X~zs~afor 
some s E S]. We note there that if S is a group then for every index (Y, aS’ = aS 
and P(X) = n{cuS 1 CY is an index]. 
Definition 1.6. A transformation semigroup (X, S) is called distal if for every 
x, y E X and any net (s*) is S, lim, xs,, = lim, ys, implies x = y. 
Remarks 1.7. (1) Let (X, S) be a transformation semigroup. The following are 
pairwise equivalent [7, Proposition 5.31: 
(a) (X, S) is distal; 
(b) E(X) is a minimal right ideal; 
Cc) E(X) is a group. 
(2) [7, Lemma 5.121: The transformation semigroup (X, S) is distal iff P(X, S> 
= A. 
(3) Let (X, S) be a transformation semigroup. The following are pair-wise 
equivalent 17, Proposition 5.91: 
(i) (X, S) is distal; 
(ii) (X XX, S) is pointwise almost periodic. 
Definition 1.8. Let (X, S) be a transformation semigroup and let x, y E X. We say 
x and y are regionally proximal if there is a net (x,, yh) in XXX and a net (sx) in 
S such that (x,, y,) - (x,, x,) (for some x0 EX) and (x,, Y,+)s* + (x, y). We 
denote the set of all regionally proximal pairs by Q(X, S) or simply Q(X) and it is 
called the regionally proximal relation on X. 
We can see that (x, y) E Q(X) iff, given any index CY and neighborhoods U and 
V of x and y respectively, there exist (x,, yr> EX XX and t ES such that 
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(x,, yr) E (Y and (xrt, y,t) E U x I/ iff (x, y) E nkrsl (Y is an index), i.e., Q<X, S> 
- 
= n{aSl a is an index). 
Definition 1.9. Let (X, S) be a minimal set. We say (X, S) is (uniformly) aZmost 
periodic if for any index (Y there exists a syndetic subset D and an index p such 
that pD C(Y. 
Remarks 1.10. (1) [7, Lemma 4.31: The minimal set (X, S) is uniformly almost 
periodic iff Q(S) = A. 
(2) Let (X, S) be a minimal transformation semigroup. The following are 
pair-wise equivalent [7, Proposition 4.41: 
(a) (X, S) is (uniformly) almost periodic; 
(b) S is equicontinuous; 
(c) E(X) is a group of continuous maps from X into X. 
(3) Let (X, S) be a minimal abelian transformation semigroup. Then P(X, S) c 
Q(X, S). To see this, first we note (xsr, xs2) is an almost periodic point in (XX X, 
S) for any sr, s2 in S, i.e., the orbit closure of (xs,, xs,) is a minimal set. Therefore 
the subset of all the almost periodic points in (XXX, S) is a dense subset of 
XXX. Now, let (y, y’) E P(X, S). Let (Y be any index of X. Let s E S such that 
(y, y’)s E (Y. Because the set of almost periodic points in (XXX, S) is a dense 
subset, there exists an almost periodic point (x, .K’) arbitrarily close to (y, y’) and 
(x, x’)s E (Y. By the almost periodicity of (x, x’), there exists an element s’ of S 
such that (x, x’)ss’ is arbitrarily close to (x, x’), which in turn is arbitrarily close to 
(y, y’). Thus we conclude that (y, y’) E Q(X, S). 
(4) Let (X, S) be an abelian minimal transformation semigroup. Assume each 
- 
s E S acts on X as a homeomorphism. Then Q(X, S) = Cl{& I a is an index of 
X} = n{a,F1 I a is an index of X}. This follows again from the fact that the set of 
almost periodic elements in XXX is a dense subset, using the same method as in 
(3). 
Definition 1.11. Let (X, S) and (Y, S) be transformation semigroups and let 
4:(X, S)-(Y, S) b e a surjective homomorphism. Then we say (X, S) is an 
extension of (Y, S). Let R(4) = (( x, x’) E X x X I 4(x) = 4(x’)}. Then we say the 
extension C#I is a distal extension if P n Z?(4) = A. The extension C$ is called a 
proximaE extension if any (x, x’) E R(4) is a proximal pair, that is, R(4) c P(X). 
Remarks 1.12. Let PS be the Stone-Tech (or p-> compactification of the discrete 
semigroup S. By [7, Proposition 7.11, the semigroup structure on PS induces the 
semigroup structure of S. (pS, S) is a universal point transitive flow where the 
action is just the right multiplication. Let M be any right minimal ideal of PS. 
Then (M, S) is a universal minimal set. Let (X, S) be any minimal set. Let x be a 
point of X. Then the map s -+ xs : S + X canonically defines a map Bx : p + xp : PS 
+X. The map 0, is in fact a homomorphism from (PS, S) to (X, S). The 
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restriction of 0, to (M, S) is a homomorphism from CM, S) onto (X, S). Let u be 
an idempotent in M such that xu =x. Then the restriction of 0, to A4 is a 
homomorphism from the pointed minimal set (M, U) to (X, x). We shall write 0X 
for 0, I A4 without further comments. 
We note that one way to obtain an abelian minimal transformation semigroup is 
the following. 
Let (X, T) be an abelian minimal transformation group. Assume (X, T) is 
noncoalescent. That is, there exists an endomorphism g of (X, T) which is not an 
automorphism. Let H be the abelian semigroup generated by such an endomor- 
phism. Then T and H generate an abelian semigroup S and clearly (X, S) is an 
abelian minimal transformation semigroup. However we should note that there are 
minimal sets which do not arise in this fashion as the following examples show. 
Examples 1.13. Let (X, T) be a noncoalescent abelian minimal transformation 
group. Let 8 be an endomorphism of (X, T) which is not an automorphism. Let 
Y = X x (1, - l] and let g : Y - Y be a map defined by g(x, f 1) = (e(x), f 1). 
Now, for each t E T, define the map Y + Y by (x, k 1) ++ (xt, k 1). Let S be the 
semigroup generated by g and T. Then (Y, S) is an abelian minimal transforma- 
tion semigroup. The group T is the maximal subgroup of S and there are two 
T-orbit closures. They are X X (1) and X X ( - l}. 
We shall give another interesting example. Let (X, I,!J) be the Ellis minimal set. 
As Auslander shows, there is a closed $-invariant relation R on X such that 
(X/R, $,) admits an endomorphism 0 which is not an automorphism [l]. One can 
check that (X/R, 0) is a minimal set with semigroup generated by nonnegative 
powers of 8. The only subgroup of this semigroup is the identity, whence every 
minimal set under this subgroup is just a one-point set. 
In this section we will show that for any (X, S) ~9 there exists an extension 
(8, S) of (X, S) such that (2, S) is minimal and each s ES acts on X as a 
homeomorphism. Furthermore, (2, S) is the smallest extension. We provide 
different ways to construct such an extension. 
First of all we have the following propositions: 
Proposition 2.1. Let I be a minimal right ideal of &S or E(X, S), where S is an 
abelian semigroup. Then S acts on Z as homeomorphisms. 
Proof. Let p E I, s E S and u E J(Z). Since su E ZU, there exists q E Z such that 
qusu = u. So qsu = u. Now since S is abelian, we have qps = qups =psup = up =p, 
soZ*Z,p-,qpistheinverseof I-I,p-ps. q 
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Proposition 2.2. Let (X, S) be an abelian transformation semigroup and I be a 
minimal right ideal of PS. Fix x0 EX and let u E J(I) be such that xOu =x,,. Then 
x,Iu is S-invariant and S restricted to x,(k) is l-l and onto. 
Proof. For S, 
S) 
and .C, E X such that: 
(1) (A!, S) E z; 
(2) there exists a unique homomorphism (2, io) + (X, x0); 
(3) for (Y, S) E Z and h omomorphism (Y, yo) --f (X, x0), there exists a home- 
morphism (Y, yo> + (8, .?) such that the following diagram commutes: 
(4) if (X, S) E Z%“, then (2, S) E (X, Sk 
(5) if (Z, 2) satisfies (l)-(3), then it is isomorphic to (2, .?o). 
Proof. Let I be a minimal right ideal of &S and u E J(I) such that xOu =x0. Let 
G = Zu, U be the uniformity on X and U, be the relative uniformity on x,G. We 
know S restricted to x,G is l-l and onto. Let S be the semigroup of mappings 
generated by all restrictions to xoG, members of S and their inverses. Now let U’ 
be the smallest uniformity such that all elements of S are uniformly continuous as 
mappings from (x,,G, U’) into (X, U>. Let (8, 6) be the completion of (x,G, U’). 
Since elements of S and their inverses restricted to x,G are uniformly continuous 
and x,G is dense in X, we conclude that their extensions to X are also l-l, onto 
and uniformly continuous. 
Now we claim that (2, S) is minimal. Let 19: (I, u) + (X, x0), p ++xOp be a 
homomorphism and let 17; be the uniformity on I and lJ& be the relative 
uniformity on G. Let 8’ be the restriction of 0 on G as a map from (G, U&) onto 
(x,G, U’). Then 8’ :(G, U&) + (x,G, U’) is uniformly continuous. This is SO 
because the composition of 19’ with any member of S is uniformly continuous from 
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(G, U;) to X (a consequence of uniform continuity of f3 : I +X). Moreover, G is 
dense in I, so (I, U;) can be seen as the completion of (G, Uk). SO 0’ has a unique 
extension c from (I, U;> onto (d, C?). The map 8 is a homomorphism. To see this, 
let p EI. Then there exists a net (p,) in G such that lim, ph =p, and so 
8(pt) = lim, 8(p,t) = lim, O’(p,t) = lim, O’(p,)t = @ph. Hence (2, S) is mini- 
mal. This proves (1). To show the existence of the map (2, iO) + (X, x0), note 
that (x,G, U’)&(X, U) is uniformly continuous, so i can be extended to a 
uniformly continuous function from (2, c) onto (X, U). This map is clearly a 
homomorphism. If we choose ,C, in the inverse image of x0, then we have the map 
(2, .CF,) + (X, xIJ. This proves (2). 
To prove (3), let (Y, S) E 3 and let f : (Y, yO) + (X, x0) be an epimorphism. 
Let V, be the relative uniformity of Y on yOG and f’ :(y,G, yo) + (x,G, x0) be 
the restriction of f to yOG. Then f’ as a map from (y,G, V,,) onto (x,G, UO) is 
uniformly continuous. Define a homomorphism g : (y,G, V,) + (x,G, U’) by g(y) 
= f’( y ). Then g is uniformly continuous and the following diagram commutes: 
(xoG, u’) - (YOGJ v,) 
Now since g :(yaG, V,> + (x,G, U’>, i :(x,G, U’> + (x,G, UJ and f’ = i 0 g 
are uniformly continuous, they can be extended to their completion. As G is dense 
in I and the mapping p - y,,p : I + Y is continuous, it follows that y,G is dense 
in y,l= Y. So Y is the completion of (y,,G, V,). Hence there exist unique 
homomorphisms g : (Y, yO) + (2, x’,) and r: (2, .?a) --) (X, x0) such that f= 
n o 2. Finally a little reflection will show that (4) and (5) are valid. 0 
Remark. As a transformation semigroup (8, S) is independent of the choice of the 
base point x0 in X. This is so because x,G =XU is independent of x0 (of course, 
the base point zC,, depends on x,). Moreover, for any homomorphism (Y, S) --f 
(X, S) with (Y, S) E &? the induced morphism (Y, S) + (2, S) is unique. (Also if 
one does not require that it preserves base points; this is a consequence of the fact 
that rx : (8, S) + (X, S) is proximal, see Proposition 2.8.) This all implies that z 
is a coreflective subcategory of ~7’. From well-known considerations from category 
theory it then follows that for every (X, S) E 9 the coreflection rx : (8, S) + 
(X, S) lifts endomorphisms, automorphisms (see Proposition 2.9) and limits in 9 
of arbitrary diagrams (provided they exist in y), e.g. inverse limits (see Proposi- 
tion 2.15). 
Definition 2.4. Let (X, S) E 9. The extension (d, S) of (X, S) which satisfies 
(l)-(4) in Theorem 2.3 is called the minimal R’-extension of (X, S). 
From now on, we use (2, S) strictly for minimal X-extension of (X, S). 
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Remark. We want to obtain a concrete model for (8, S). To this end, note that the 
completion (8, 0) of the uniform space (x,G, U’) can be obtained in the 
following way. Let S denote the set of restrictions to x,G of members of SS-‘. 
Then as a uniform space, (x,G, U’) can be identified with the image Z of x,G in 
the product space P = n{Xs ) S E S, Xs = X} under the canonical mapping cp : x M 
(x.QE 3 : x,G + P (use N. Bourbaki: Topology, Chapter II $2.6, Proposition 2, and 
note that q is injective because S acts strongly effectively on X by one of the 
initial remarks in Section 1). Now obviously, X can be obtained as the closure of Z 
in P, and the action of S on X is obtained by restriction of the obvious action of S 
on P. Let X be the image of x0 under qo in P, that is, X = cp(x,) = (x~.?&~s. As it 
was shown that X is minimal, it follows that X = XS (closure in PI. 
Theorem 2.5. Suppose (X, S> ~9, x0 EX and u E I such that xOu =x0. Let 
W = z c n{Xs = X 1 s’ E $} and Z(i) = x,S. Then (W, X) is a minimal z-extension 
of (X, XJ. 
In the following we characterize the 3-extension of a minimal set in another 
way. First we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.6. Let I be a minimal right ideal in PS. Then: 
(1) If (X, s) is minimal, then there exists an S-homomorphism (I, S) + (X, S>; 
(2) if (Y, S) is a minimal set such that for any minimal set (X, S) there exists an 
S-homomorphism (Y, S> + (X, S), then (I, S) s (Y, S). 
(For details see [7, p. 621.) 
Now let C(X) be the family of all complex-valued continuous functions on X 
where X is compact T,. Let B & C(X). Then B is an S-subalgebra of C(X) if it is 
a closed subalgebra of C(X) and contains the constant functions C, sf and f 
<fEB, SES) where (sf)(x)=f(xs) and f<x>=f(x), XEX. Let A and B be 
S-subalgebras and cp : A + B. Then cp is an S-homomorphism if cp is an algebra 
homomorphism (i.e., cp is a homomorphism with q(l) = 1 and &) = ‘p( f )I such 
that +(sf > = scp(f >. Let A be an S-subalgebra of C(pS). The set of all S-homo- 
morphisms of A into C(pS) is denoted by I A I. By [7, Remark 9.5, p. 791, 
( 1 A 1, S) is a transformation semigroup and A E C( 1 A I ). 
Remark. If cp : C(X) + C(Y) is an algebra homomorphism, then it induces a 
continuous map (p : Y + X such that f(?&y)) = cp( f )( Y) for every Y E Y and 
f EC(X). 
Theorem 2.7. Suppose (X, S) EY, (Y, S) E 3, x0 EX, YO E Y and 4 :(yy s) + 
(x, S) is an S-homomorphism with +(y,) =x0. Then (8, 2) g (1 AY 1, W) for some 
w E 1 A, 1 where A, is the closed subalgebra of C(Y) generated by 4*(C(X)) and 
s-‘+*(C(X)) for all s ES where $* is the adjoint map of 4. 
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Proof. Let Z be a minimal right ideal of PS. The map 0: (I, S) + (X, S), 
8(p) = x,p is an S-epimorphism. Since (I, S) E 3, it follows that for p E Z and 
s ES, ps-’ is well defined and we have (s-if)(p) =f(psP1) for f~ C(Z). Let A 
be the closed subalgebra generated by O*(C(X)) and s-‘@*(C(X)), for all s ES 
where 8* is the adjoint map of 0. The subalgebra A is an S-subalgebra and 
A G C( 1 A I). Moreover ( I A I, S> is a transformation semigroup on which S acts as 
homeomorphisms. To show that ( I A I, S) is minimal, let e : A E C( I A I) - C(Z) 
be the embedding map. Then e: Z + I A I defined by e(p)(f) = (ef)(p) (p E I, 
f EA) is an S-homomorphism from (I, S) onto ( I A I, S). It follows that (I A I, S) is 
minimal. Hence ( I A I, S) E A?. Let e(u) = w where u E.Z(Z) and X,,U =x0. Since 
$* : C(X) + C(Z) is l-l and e*(C(X)) GA = C( ( A I), e* : I A 1 +X is an S-homo- 
morphism, that is, ( I A I, S) is an extension of (X, S). 
Now to show that ( I A, I, w) is the z-extension of (X, x0), let n : Z + Y be an 
S-homomorphism where T(P) =pyO with yO E Y, p EZ. Then +n = ~9 and 
O*(C(X)) = (7*4*)(C(X)) c n*(A,,), where T* is the adjoint map of 7. Since 
n*(Ay) is invariant under s-i -translate, we have A cq*(A,). Conversely, any 
fEA, can be approximated by Cr==, ajs,‘4*(fi). (Note: we have 
ob*m~,‘4*(f*) 
= (s,s,)-‘~*(s,f)(s,s,)-l~*(s,fz) 
= (slsz)-‘~*(s2fl)~*(sl~~) = (SlS*)-‘~*(S*fls,f2).) 
So q*(f) can be approximated by C:=, aisjP1n*~*(fi) = Cycl a,s,‘O*(fi). Thus 
q*(Ay) cA=A. Hence v*(Ay) =AR. Since q* is l-l, A, is isomorphic and 
isometric to A. So if we restrict q* to A,, we have n*-’ 0 O* = 4*. If we restrict 
the domain of q* to A,, we have ~*:C(lA,O=A,~A=C(lAO. So 
77 *-‘:IAy14Al. L et e : A, + C(Y) be the embedding map, so 2: Y + I A,, I. 
Since we have 8* : O*-’ (A)-,A=C(IAI), TF:IAI+X. Now the following dia- 
gram commutes: 
*ml 
IAl-? IA,ILY 
d / 
X 
To see this, we have O*n*-‘i? = eq*-lO*=v. For f E C(X) we have 
(f, $7~)) = ((e+*)(f), y> = (4*(f), Y > = (f, 4(y)). Finally let r]*-‘Z(Y,,) = w. 
Then the following diagram commutes: 
*1 
(IAl,w) ““s (Y7 Yo) 
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By the uniqueness of x-extension, we deduce that ( I A I, w) is the x-extension of 
(X, XIJ. q 
Proposition 2.8. Let (8, ZO) be the minimal Z-extension of (X, x,). Then the map 
(2, ZF,) + (X, x,) is proximal. 
Proof. Since we have Cd, ,CF,) = (IV, XI, we show that (IV, X)4(X, x,,) is proximal, 
where W is given in Theorem 2.5. Suppose rTT(Xp) = r(Xq), p, q E E(X, S). We 
show that Xpu = Xqu where u E./(Z), Z cE(X, S> and x,+ =x,,. From rTT(Xp) = 
r(Zqq) we have x,p =x,q so for all SE 3, (Zp~puXg) =x0& = x,pzG =x,qud = 
(XquXs’). 0 
Note: we have shown that given (X, S> ~9 and x0 E X, there exists (8, T) E g’, 
T = SS-l and ,C, EJ? such that the map (2, _C’,) + (X, x0) is an S-homomor- 
phism. If (Y, T) E 5 and we have the S-homomorphism W, yo> + (X, x0), then 
there exists a T-homomorphism (Y, yo> -+ (2, ,Co) such that the following diagram 
commutes: 
We will see in Section 3 that if (Y, T) is minimal, so is (Y, S). 
Proposition 2.9. Let (2, S) be the minimal Z-extension of (X, S) and r : (2, io) 
++ (X, x0) be the unique proximal homomorphism. Let 4 be an endomorphism of 
(X, S). Then there exists a unique endomorphism 4 of (8, S) such that r 0 6 = 
C#J 0 7. Zf C#I is an automorphism, so is 6. 
Proof. (1) Existence: This follows from Theorem 2.3 because (2, S> is independent 
of the choice of the base point (cf. Remark after Theorem 2.3). (2) Unicity: This 
follows from the fact that r is proximal. 0 
Proposition 2.10. Assume that X is metrizable, S is a countable semigroup and 
(X, S) ~9. Then the minimal Z-extension of (X, S) is also metrizable. 
Proof. This follows directly from the construction of W as given in Theorem 2.5. 
0 
Proposition 2.11. Let (X, S) E 9 with metrizable space X and countable semigroup 
S. Let (2, S) be the minimal Z-extension of (X, S) and let 7: (d, S) + (X, S) be 
the proximal homomorphism. Assume there exists a point x0 E X such that F1(xo) 
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is a single point set. Then the set Y = {x 1 ~--l(x) is a single point set) is an invariant 
dense G, subset of X. 
Proof. Since r-‘(x,1 is a single point set, for every s E S, r-‘(x,s) is also a single 
point set. Hence x,S c Y. That is x,Sc r. So Xc FcX. Therefore Y is an 
invariant dense subset of X. Now for every integer n > 0, define Y, = 
{x ldiameter(F’(x)) < l/n}. Then Y, is open and Y c Y,, for all n. We have 
Y,cY, ifm>n.SoY, isdenseandY= nY,. q 
Definition 2.12. Let (X, 1 A E 0) be a family of minimal transformation semigroups 
where 62 is an ordered set. We say that this family is a PD tower if 
(i) for A < F, there exists a homomorphism rMA :<X,, S) + (X,, S) such that 
n/A a TV/A = =VA, where A <p < V. 
(ii> 7rp + I p is either a proximal or a distal homomorphism. 
(iii) If p is a limit ordinal, then X, = lim t (XV I v G ~1. 
We say that (X, S) has a PD tower {(X,, S) I A E fl) if X = lim +X,. 
As it is well known in transformation groups, not every minimal set (X, T) has a 
PD tower. However, some proximal extension of (X, T) has a PD tower. We use 
the standard method for transformation groups to obtain a PD tower for transfor- 
mation semigroups. 
Proposition 2.13. Let (X, S), (Y, S) ~9 and let 8 :(X, S> - (Y, S) be distal. Then 
the minimal Z-extension (d, S) of (X, S) is a distal extension of the minimal 
Z-extension (p;, S) of (Y, S). (Note: The converse is not true. We have an example 
after Proposition 2.16.) 
Proof. First of all since ry : (Y, S> -+ (Y, S) is proximal and 0 :(X, S> + (Y, S) is 
distal, SO YxX= ((9, x) I r,(j) = 0(x>) is minimal and the following diagram 
commutes: 
We claim that (Yx, X, S> ~3. Let (9, xi)s = (Fz, x2)s. Since (Y, S) E 2, 
9rs =gzs implies jjr =j2. Therefore 8 0 ‘rr,($,, x1> = 8 0 rTTz(Fz, x,). That is 0(x,) 
= 13(x,). Since 8 is distal and xrs =xzs, it follows that x1 =x2. Hence @Xx, X, S> 
EX. 
Now by Theorem 2.3, there exists a homomorphism 6:(X, S> 3 (Y, S) such 
that rTTy - 0 (j=(j 0 rrx, where rx: (2, S) -+ (X, S>. H ence we have the homomor- 
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phism A :(X, S) + (Fx, X, S>, where AC.21 = (e’(2), rrJ2)) and the 
diagram commutes: 
(2, &) rx ’ (X, x0> 
3 /+ 
OJ=: i 
<Ex, X,G,, %J> 
I 
0 
(R $0) ry ’ (X7 x0> 
following 
Therefore (f X, X, S) is a minimal 2?-extension of (X, S> and A is an isomor- 
phism. Since 0 is a distal extension, it follows that rri is distal. Since e’= r1 0 A, 
hence 6 is a distal extension. 0 
Proposition 2.14. Let (X, S>, (Y, S> ~9. Let 0 :(X, S> + (Y, S> be a homomor- 
phism and let 6: (x, S) + (p, S> be the homomorphism induced by 8. Then e is a 
proximal extension iff 0 is a proximal extension. 
Proof. We have the following commutative diagram: 
(X,&J -2% (X, x0> 
6 
i 1 
B 
(R F,) -?+ (Y, Y,) 
Since rrr is proximal, so if 6 is proximal, it is clear that 8 is proximal. Now 
suppose 0 is a proximal extension. Since rrx is proximal, so e’ is proximal. 0 
Proposition 2.15. Let (X, S) ~9. If (X, S) has a PD tower {X, I A E 01 then 
{g* IA E fl} is a PD tower of (2, S>. 
Proof. Let (Z, S) = lim ,(X*, S). Then (Z, S) E 2. Moreover, there exists a 
homomorphism 6, : X + Z (preserving base points) because of the universal prop- 
erty of inverse limit. In addition, there exists a homomorphism O2 : Z -+X (for the 
existence of 13~, proximality of the TV, is needed). Because (Z, S> E 2, thus 8, 
factorises over 7rTTx as O2 = 7rx 0 0;. Then 0; is inverse to 8,, so (Z, S) = (2, S>. 
0 
Proposition 2.16. Let (X, S), (Y, S> EY and let 8 :(X, S) + (Y, S> be a homo- 
morphism and let 6: (k, S) + (9, S) be the homomorphism induced by 8. Assume 6 
is distal. Then 2? is isomorphic with a minimal subset of 2 X, X. 
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Proof. Let (jjO, x,) be an almost periodic point of FX, X such that for some _CO in 
8 we have z-,(2,) =x0, e’cz?J = BO and 13(x,> = y, and let W = ( Bo, xO)S. We 
have the following commutative diagram: 
(2, i”) 7rx ’ (X9 x0) 
6 
I 
‘^, /Q 
(W, (Bo,xa>) B 
=1 
(R $ 
i 
TY 
0 ' (X2 x0> 
where A(.?,) = (&.?o>, rrx(zCO)). Since 6 is distal, so is rr. Now we claim that 
(W, S) E 2. Let wr, w2 E W and s E S such that wrs = wzs. Then wr and w2 are 
proximal to each other. If z-r(wr) # rr1(w2), then r,(w,)s # r,(w,>s. So r,(w,s) # 
~,(w,s>. This implies that wrs # w2s, which is a contradiction. So rr(wJ = rTTI(w2). 
Since rTTI is distal, it follows that wr = w2. Now, since (W, S) E 2, we have 
(22, S) = (W, S). 0 
The following example shows that distality of 6 does not imply distality of 0. 
Example. Let X be the Ellis minimal set (see Examples 1.13). So X = K+U K-, 
where K is the unit circle. We denote the elements of X by x+ and x- (x E K). 
Let 2 be the noncoalescent Ellis minimal set defined by Auslander 111. Then 
Z =Xx. Let (y = ezVit, where t is an irrational number. Define the transformation 
group (E, f) by E =Xx K and 5(x *, k) = (ax &, xk). We have 2 = E. Let 
rTTI : X X K +X be the projection map and rz. . X + Z be the proximal homomor- 
phism. Put 8 =rz 0 rrl : E = X X K -+ Z and let 6: J? - 2 be the homomorphism 
induced by 8. We have the following commutative diagram: 
&E=XXK AE=xxK 
TI 
6 
I 1 
\ 
2z-x =z +Z8dx=i 
Since rz is proximal, so 0 = rTTz 0 rr, is not distal. But obviously 6 is distal. 
The following two propositions provide two steps to obtain the PD tower for 
(X, s>. 
Proposition 2.17. Let (X, S> be in 9. Let (Z, S) E z and let D be any minimal set 
in (X x Z, S). Then there is a canonically defined minimal set (W, S) in (2 X Z, S> 
and WED. 
Proof. Let rTTI : XX Z -+X and z-2 : XX Z + Z be the projection maps and let 
LY : 5 --f D be the proximal homomorphism. Since rI 0 LY : 6 +X is a homomor- 
phism, it induces canonically a homomorphism /? : 6 -2. Since rTT2 0 (Y : 6 -+ Z is 
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a homomorphism, we have the homomorphism p x (rTT2 0 a> : D + 2 x Z and the 
following diagram commutes: 
PX(7r*~d - 
XxZ - D 
Let W be the image of ti under /3 X (rTTz 0 a). Since (2, S> and (Z, S> are in 
A?‘, so (W, S) E 2%“. By selecting base points in an appropriate way it is easy to see 
that r x i maps W onto D. Finally since d is the minimal %-extension of D, we 
conclude that (W, S> E (fi, S>. 0 
Proposition 2.18. Let (X, S), (Y, S> be in 9 and let 0 :(X, S> + (Y, S> be a 
homomorphism. Let also (Z, S> ~9 be a relative distal factor of 8 0 r :(X, S) + 
(Y, S) where rr : (8, S) + (X, S) is the proximal homomorphism. Then (Z, S) is a 
relative distal factor of 8. 
Proof. By assumption there are homomorphisms (Y : (2, S) + (Z, S) and p : (Z, S) 
+ (Y, S) such that p 0 (Y = 0 0 r and p is distal. So we have the following 
commutative diagram: 
xzx2y 
Z 
Let zC1, 2, EX be such that x(i’,> = &.CJ. Since x is proximal, it follows that i, 
and i2 are proximal to each other, hence (w(i,> and (I are proximal. We also 
have P(a(i,)> = p(c~(z?~)). Since /? is distal, it follows that a(~?,> =a(i,>. Define a 
map y :(X, S) + (Z, S) by r(a(,C)> = a(i). The map y is well defined and it is a 
homomorphism. Since we have p 0 y = 8, so (Z, S> is a relative distal factor of 0. 
3. 
In this section we study some basic dynamical properties of the transformation 
semigroup (X, S). Especially, we study the relation between (X, S> and its 
minimal s-extension (2, S>. Since (X, T) is a minimal set with T = SS-‘, we start 
with a transformation group (X, T) with T = SF’ and study the relation between 
(X, T) and (X, S) first. 
Proposition 3.1. Let (X, T) be an abelian transformation group with X compact T2 
and T abelian and T = SS 1 where S is a semigroup with identity. Then every 
minimal orbit closure in (X, S) is T-invariant. Hence (X, T) is minimal if and only 
if (X, S) is minimal. 
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Proof. Let (Y, S) be a minimal set of (X, S). Since T is abelian, for any t E T we 
have m= Z%= YSt = Yf. That is (Yt, S) is a closed invariant set, so either Yt = Y 
or YtnY=@. Now assume t=s,scl where si, s,ES. If Yt f’Y=@, then Ys,s;l 
nY=pl, so (Ys&i n Y)s, = @. But (Ys,$ n I%, = Ys,s;ls,nYs, = Ys, n Ys, 
= Y n Y = Y, which is a contradiction. Therefore YZ = Y, Vt E T. A fortiori Y = X. 
0 
Though the following statement is a consequence of Proposition 1.2, we feel 
that the method of the proof using minimal Z-extension is interesting. 
Corollary 3.2. Let (X, S) E 9 and let V be any neighborhood of x in X. Then there 
exists a finite subset F of S such that VF =X. 
Proof. Let (8, S) be the minimal x-extension of (X, S) and let r be the 
homomorphism from (k, S) to (X, S). By Proposition 3.1, (k, S-‘) is minimal. 
Hence for each 2 EX there exists an element 3-l E S-’ such that Zss-’ E WI(V), 
i.e., 2 E ~‘(l/)s. Therefore 8= r-‘(V)S. Since S 
phisms, there exists a finite subset F of S such that 
that VE’=X. 0 
acts on X as homeomor- 
Y’(V)F =X. This implies 
Proposition 3.3. Let (X, T) be a transformation group and let T = SS ~ ’ where S is 
a semigroup with identity. Then (X, S) is distal (respectively equicontinuous) iff 
(X, T) is distal (respectively equicontinuous). 
Proof. First, we note: If (X, S) is distal then E(X, S) = E(X, S-‘). In fact, since 
(X, S) is distal, E(X, S) is a group. So S-’ cE(X, S). Hence E(X, S-‘)c 
E(X, s). On the other hand, since (X, S’) is distal, by a similar argument we 
have E(X, S) cE(X, S’). Therefore E(X, S) = E(X, S-‘) = E(X, T). 
NOW, if (X, S) is distal (equicontinuous) then E(X, S) is a group (a group of 
continuous maps). This implies that E(X, T) is a group (group of continuous 
maps). Therefore, (X, T) is distal (equicontinuous). 0 
Proposition 3.4. Let (X, T) be a transformation group and let T = SS-’ where S is 
a semigroup with identity. Then Q(S) = Q(T). 
Proof. This follows from Remark 1.11(4) and Proposition 3.1. q 
Note: In general P(S) g P(T). We use the noncoalescent minimal distal flow 
constructed by Parry and Walters [12] as the following example shows. 
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Example. Let K be the set of complex numbers of absolute value 1 and let 
X = n;= _,Kj (Kj = K). Let +i : X + X and I& : X + X be defined respectively by 
$cr,( **., w3, w2, Wl, 2, wo, Wl, wz, w3,...> 
= . ..) 
( 
q+p-2z)w_2, cp(ap-Qv-,, az, I’(az)wo, 
P( ~yPZ>Wl, +Q2+,, . . .)> 
(cr,( . . . . w-3, w-2, w-1, 2, wo, WI, w2, w3,...> 
= . ..) w_ ( 3, w-2, w-1, wo, Pz, WI, w2, ws,...). 
In [12], they chose CY, p E K and a continuous function cp : K + K to make (X, $i) 
a minimal set. We have I,/J~$~ = $2$11. Let T be the group generated by nonnega- 
tive powers of $, and ccr2. Take a = (. . . , 1, 1, 1, - 1, - 1, - 1, . . .I and b(. . . , 1, 1, 
1, 1, 1, l,.. . >. Then (a, b) E P(T) but (a, b) 6 P(S). 
Proposition 3.5. Let (X, T) be a minimal transformation group and let T = SS-l 
where S is a semigroup with identity. If P(X, T) is closed, then P(X, T) = P(X, S). 
Proof. Suppose (x, x’> E P(X, T) and (x, x’> ~4 P(X, S>. Then (x, x’)S n A = fl 
and there exists a minimal set (Y, S) such that Y c (x, 2)s. Since Y is T-invariant 
- 
and P(X, T) is closed, we have Y = YTc (x, x’)S c P(X, T) which is a contradic- 
tion. This implies that P(X, T) c P(X, S). Hence P(X, T) = P(X, S>. 0 
The above proposition is a special case of the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.6. Let (X, T) be a minimal transformation group and let T = SS-’ 
where S is a semigroup with identity. If P(X, T) is an equivalence relation, then 
P(X, T) = P(X, S). 
Proof. If P(X, T) is an equivalence relation, then E(X, T) has only one minimal 
right ideal Z [7, 5.161 which is also a minimal right ideal in E(X, S> by Proposition 
3.1. Hence P(X, T) = P(X, S) [7, 5.151. 0 
Let (X, T) be a minimal transformation group and let T = SS-’ where S is a 
semigroup with identity. We have E(X, S> cE(X, T). In general the containment 
is proper as the following example shows. 
Example. Let (X, r,!~> be the Ellis minimal set (Examples 1.131, and let T = {I+V 1 
n E Z} and S = ($” In E 27’). We note that P(X, T) is a closed equivalence 
relation. So E(X, T) has only one minimal right ideal Z which is isomorphic with 
X. We shall identify X with I. Thus I = K+U K- with two idempotents 1+ and 
l-, II+= K+ and II-= K- where Kf and K- are copies of the (abstract) circle 
group. 
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We show that if p E E(X, T) and p C? T, then p E I. Assume p = lim, Gnc. Then 
l+p = lim, $“(l’). Without loss of generality we assume that $“$l+) E [If, E> c 
K+, E is a small positive real number and i E Z +. By the topological structure of X 
we conclude l+p = 1 -p = l+. This implies k+p = k-p = k+ for all k E K. There- 
fore p = 1’. Hence E(X, T) = Z U T = I U S U S-‘. By the same argument, we 
have E(X, S> = Z U S so E(X, S) Z E(X, T). 
Remark. If there is an element s E S such that EfX, S)s is a proper subset of 
E(X, S>, then E(X, S)+E(X, T). 
Remark. Let (X, T) be an abelian transformation group and let T = SF’ where S 
is a semigroup with identity. Let L be a syndetic subset of S. Hence there exists a 
finite subset D of S-’ such that S CDL. It is interesting to find the relation 
between syndetic subsets in T and syndetic subsets in S. Let M be a syndetic 
subset in T. So T = KM where K is finite. Consider (X, S) ~9 and let x0 E X. 
Then x,MK =X. So for some k E K, x,Mk has nonvoid interior. Since (X, $1 is 
minimal, there exists a syndetic subset L in S such that x,kL cx,Mk. Thus 
x,L c x,M. Certainly, we cannot conclude that L CM. However, if we apply the 
above argument to some minimal right ideal I in E(X, T), we can say that for 
every p in I, there is a syndetic subset L in S such that for every 1 EL we have 
pl= lim, pm, for some net cm,> in M. 
Remark. Let (X, T) be a minimal set with T = SS-‘. Since (X, S) and (X, S-r> 
are minimal sets, one may ask if there is a homeomorphism 0 : X+X such that 
19(xs> = t9(x)sP’ for all x EX and all s E S. In general this is not true as the 
example given by W.H. Gattschalk in [16] shows. 
Proposition 3.7. Let (X, S) ~9 and let (2, S> be the minimal F-extension of 
(X, S). Then (E(X, S), S> z (E(2?, S), S). Moreover E(X, S> and E(2, S) are 
isomorphic as semigroups. Hence minimal ideals in E(X, S) and E(2?, S) are 
isomorphic. 
Proof. Let Z be a minimal ideal of E(X, S), u EJ(Z) and x0 EX such that 
xOu =x0. Let O,() : E(X, S) + (X, x,) be the homomorphism defined by P ++xop 
and let 4 be the restriction of f31o to I. By property (12), Remarks 1.4, there exists 
a unique epimorphism 7 : E(Z, S) -+ E(X, S> such that the following diagram 
commutes: 
E(Z, S) 2 E(X, S) 
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By Auslander’s argument in [ll, we can identify E(I, S) with E(X, S) and 77 is an 
isomorphism. By an argument similar to that in Proposition 2.1, we have (I, S) E 2. 
By Theorem 2.3, for the homomorphism 4 : (I, u) + (X, x0) there exists a unique 
homomorphism A : (I, u) --f (k, i,,) such that v 0 A = 4. Now for homomorphisms 
A and 7, there exist unique epimorphisms A’ : HI, S) -+ I?(_??, S> and rr’ : E(X, S) 
--f E(X, S) such that the following diagram commutes: 
E(I, S) h’ E(X, S) A E(X, S) 
We have 8z0 0 A’ = A 0 8, and ox0 0 r’ = rr 0 tIiO. Hence rr 0 o-i.0  A’ = r 0 A 0 8, = 
4 0 8, = 13,~ 0 77 and ox0 0 r’ 0 A’ = rr 0 tIiO 0 A’ = 010 0 77. By uniqueness of 77 we 
conclude that r’ 0 A’ = 7. Hence r’ is an isomorphism. Therefore E(g, S) and 
E(X, S) are isomorphic. q 
Let (X, S) ~9. A relation R on X is said to be an invariant relation if 
R(S US-‘> c R. (Note: For (x, y) E R and s E S, (x, y)s-’ = {(x’, y’) EXX 
X I( y’, y’)s = (x, y)}. Let 9 be the collection of all closed invariant equivalence 
relations R on X such that (X/R, S) is distal, and let 9’ be the collection of all 
closed invariant equivalence relations R on X such that X/R is equicontinuous. 
Let Sd = n{R : R E%‘} and Se = n {R ( R ~95”). Since (X/R, S) is distal, the 
product transformation semigroup FIRE9(X/R, S) is also a distal transformation 
semigroup. Then (X/M, S) can be embedded in this product transformation 
semigroup and it is distal. A similar argument shows that (S/Se, S) is an equicon- 
tinuous minimal transformation semigroup (cf. [7, 4.18 and 5.211). Then (X/&f, S) 
(respectively (X/Se, S)) is the largest distal (respectively equicontinuous) factor of 
(X, S). It is easy to see that (X/U, S) and (X/Se, S) are in &? and (X/&I, S) 
(respectively (X/Se, S)) is distal (respectively equicontinuous). So by Proposition 
3.3, (X/M, T) (respectively (X/Se, T)) is distal (respectively equicontinuous). Let 
%= Sd(X, T) and c= Se(X, T). 
Proposition 3.8. Let (X, S) ~9’ and let (2, S) be the minimal Z-extension of 
(X, S). We have 
(1) (X/s, T) z (X/Sd, T); 
(2) (X/Z, T) = (X/Se, T). 
Proof. We prove (2). The statement (1) can be proved by the same argument. We 
have (X/Se, S) E Z and (S/Se, T) is equicontinuous. The transformation group 
(X/Se, T) is also an equicontinuous factor of (2, T), so Se G (r X T)-‘(Se), 
where r : (2, S) -+ (X, S). On the other hand, since 7 is proximal, we have 
R(T) GZ’(-J?, S) c 5. So we have the map (X, S) + (X/z’, S) which induces the 
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map (X/Se, T) + (X/g, T). Thus (r X r)-'(Se) C Se. Hence (rr X r)-'(Se) = Se 
and therefore <2/z, T) = (X/Se, T). q 
Proposition 3.9. Let 4 :(X, T) + (Y, T) be an extension of transformation groups 
with X and Y compact Hausdorff, T abelian and (X, T) minimal. Let T = SC!-‘. If 
4 is a proximal extension, then 4 : (X, S) + (Y, S> is also a proximal extension. 
Proof. Let x, x’ EX be such that 4(x> = 4(x’). If (x, x’> P P(S), then (x, x’)S n 
A = fl. So (x, x’)S has a minimal set, say Z, such that 
ZnA=g. 
Since (Z, S) is minimal, by Proposition 3.1, (Z, T) is also minimal, a fortiori, for 
any (zi, z2) E Z, (z,, z2)T f’ A = @, contradicting proximality of (X, T). q 
For the next propositions, we must recall some results from 181. These results 
which were stated for transformation groups are true for transformation semi- 
groups also. 
Definition 3.10 [8, Definition 91. Let A4 and N be topological spaces and let 
f : A4 + N. For x E M, the oscillation of f at x, denoted by w( f; x) is defined by 
{f(x)} x n(f(JL",)}-, which is a subset of N X N. The symbol JV~ denotes the 
neighborhood filter of x. The oscillation of f, denoted by w(f) is defined by 
U<w(f, x>, x~M1. If F is a set of maps from A4 to N, the oscillation of F, 
denoted by w(F) is defined by U(o( f 1, f E F). Suppose N is regular. Observe 
that if f is continuous at x then w(f; x) c A,. If f is continuous on A4 then 
w(f) cd,. If each member of F is continuous on M then w(F) cd,. The 
converses all hold if N is compact. 
Definition 3.11 [S, Definition 101. The oscillation of transformation semigroup 
(X, S), denoted by 0(X, S> or 0,, is defined by the oscillation of E(X, S). That 
is 0, = w(E(X, S)) = U (o(p), p E E(X, S)). Every member of E(X, S> is contin- 
uous on X iff 0, c A, or equivalently 0, = A, since always 0, II) A. 
Lemma 3.12 [8, Lemma 81. Let 4 be a homomorphism from (X, S) onto (Y, S). 
Then every member of ECY, S) is continuous iff (4 x 4)(0(X, S)) = A,. 
Lemma 3.13 [8, Lemma 91. Let (X, S) be a transformation semigroup. Then 
0(X, S) c QU, S). 
Proposition 3.14. Let (X, S) ~9. Then Sd c Se and 
(1) Sd is the smallest closed invariant equivalence relation containing P(X, S); 
(2) Se is the smallest closed invariant equivalence relation containing Q2(X, S). 
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Proof. Since X/Se is equicontinuous, hence it is distal. Therefore Sd c Se. For 
statement (11, we may use the same proof as [7, Proposition 5.231. Proof of (2): Let 
R be a closed invariant equivalence relation on X which contains Q<X, S). By 
Remark 1.10(3), P(X, S> c Q<X, S>. Let rl, :(X, S) --f (X/R, S> be the canonical 
map. Since Q(X, S) c R, we have (I) x +><Q(X, S)) = A(X/R). Since by Lemma 
3.13 we have 0(X, S) c Q(X, S), hence A(X/R) c (I) X $)(0(X, S)) c ($ x 
$><Q(X, S)) = A(X/R). Therefore by Lemma 3.12, every element of E(X/R) is 
continuous. Let Z be any minimal ideal of E(X/R). By (11, (X/R, S) is distal and 
Z = E(X/R, S> is a compact group. Since the multiplication of Z is separately 
continuous, by 15, Theorem 21, ZU is a compact abelian topological group. Hence 
(X/R, S) is (uniformly) almost periodic and S, c R. Conversely, by the definition 
of S,, (X/S,, S> is (uniformly) almost periodic. Hence Q(X/S,, S) is trivial. Since 
(4 X 4>(Q(X, S>> c Q<X/S,, S> = A(X/S,, S>, hence Q< X, S) c S,. Therefore 
S,(X, S) is the smallest closed equivalence relation on X which contains Q<X, S). 
Definition 3.15. A transformation semigroup (X, S) is ergodic if every proper 
closed invariant subset of X is nowhere dense. A transformation semigroup (X, S> 
is weakly-mixing if (XXX, S) is ergodic. 
Proposition 3.16. Let (X, S) E 9 and X be a compact Hausdorff metric space. Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(1) (8, T) is weakly-mixing; 
(2) (X, S) is weakly-mixing; 
(3) the maximal almost periodic factor of (X, S) is trivial; 
(4) the structure group of (2, T) is trivial. 
Proof. (1) 3 (2) Let C LX XX be a closed invariant subset. Then (n- X r>-‘(C) G 
?Y? x 2 is closed and invariant, where r : (8, S> + (X, S). So (r X r>-l(C) = _J? X 
8. Hence C=XxX. 
in 
(2) =) (1) Let (x,a, x,b) E X x X be a transitive point where x0 is the point as 
Theorem 2.5. We can see easily that (?a, ib) is a transitive point in xX2?. 
(3) * (4) By Proposition 3.7(2). 
(4) t) (1) By [lo, Theorem 3.41. q 
Let (X, SI and (Y, S> be minimal abelian transformation semigroups. Let 
rrx : (X, &J + (X, x0) and rry : (Y, yO> + (Y, y,,) be the minimal %-extensions. 
Then rrx and rr are proximal extensions (Proposition 2.81, hence rTTx X ITS : (2 X 
?, (f-,, $J) + (XX Y, (x0, yJ) is a proximal extension (cf. [3, Proposition 2.9, 
Chapter VI). If (X x Y, S) is minimal, then it follows that <k X 9, S) has a unique 
minimal set, say M. 
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Proposition 3.17. Let (X, S), (Y, S> and (XX Y, S) be in 9. Then ((XX Y>" , S) 
is isomorphic with (M, S). 
Proof. It is clear that (M, S) E Z, so by Proposition 2.3 there exists a homomor- 
phism cp :(M, S) + ((XX Y)“, S) with rTTxxy 0 cp = (r,X ry)] M. On the other 
hand, rxxy :(Xx Y)” +Xx Y induces maps to X and Y respectively, which 
factor over X and Y (cf. Proposition 2.3). In that way we obtain 4 :((XX Y)” , S> 
+ (X - xf, S) such that (rTx X r*) 0 Ic, = rxxy. Observe that (riTx X rr,) 0 $ 0 cp 
= (rTTx ri,) 1 M, As 7~~ x ry is proximal it follows that + 0 cp equals the inclusion 
map of M in XX Y. Hence I,!I maps (XX Y)- onto M, cp and rC, are mutually 
inverse isomorphisms. 0 
Remark. Using $ one easily sees that (x,, ya) EM. So it4 = (x0, yO)S. 
4. 
Let (X, S) ~9 and let (2, S) be the Z-extension of (X, S). Let p be an 
S-invariant measure on X. Then there is a T-invariant measure fi on X corre- 
sponding to EL. This correspondence is one-to-one. As a consequence, we general- 
ize a result of McMahon [ll] on transformation groups to transformation semi- 
groups. 
Let (X, S) ~9 where X is compact T2 and S is abelian. Denote by M(X) the 
set of all regular Bore1 probability measures on X. We state [15, Definition 6.1, p. 
1481. 
Definition 4.1. The weak* topology on M(X) is the smallest opology making each 
of the maps F ++ lxf dp (f~ C(X)) continuous. A basis is given by the collection 
of all sets of the form V,(fi,. . . , fk, E) = (m E M(X) I I jfi dm -fi dp I < E, 1 < i 
G k) where F EM(X), k 2 1, fi E C(X) and E > 0. 
By [4, Corollary V.4.31, M(X) is a compact convext set. An element p E M(X) 
is an S-invariant measure if for every Bore1 subset A of X and every s E S we have 
&4~-i) = p(A). This is equivalent to &f) = p(f) for every f~ C(X) where 
p(f) = lf dp and (sf)(x) =f(xs). Let M’(X) be the set of all regular Bore1 
S-invariant probability measures on X. Then M’(X) CM(X). According to the 
Markov-Kakutani Theorem [4, Theorem V.10.61, M’(X) is nonempty. 
Let (Y, S) be an extension of (X, S) and $ : (Y, S> + (X, S> be an S-homomor- 
phism. Let +* : C(X) -+ C(Y) be the adjoint of 4. The map $J induces a map 
4 : M(Y) + M(X) as follows. For p E M(Y) and f~ C(X), &CL) E M(X) is 
defined by &p)(f) = /f d(&)) = /4*(f) dp. The map f is affine, that is, for 
pi, pz E M(Y) and 0 < cy < 1 we have &(a~~ + (1 - LY)& = a&i) + (1 - 
a)&+). Define p.s by CpsXf) = p(sf) = I($)(x) dk = Jf(xs) dk, fe C(X). 
Then 4 : (M(Y), S) * (M(X), S) is a homomorphism of transformation semi- 
groups. 
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Proposition 4.2. Let (X, S) ~9, (d, S) be the Z-extension of (X, S), T= SS-’ 
and let T : (2, S) + (X, S). Suppose p E M’(X). Then there exists a regular Bore1 
T-invariantprobability measure /l on *such that %ficL) = p where 7i : MC& + M(X) 
is defined by +(jlX f > = lf d(%G)) = / r*(f > d/i for f E C(X). 
proof. Notice that (1) C(X) is isomorphic and isometric to I* L C(k) (in 
sup-norm) and r* is an algebra homomorphism, that is, r*(sf > = sr*( f >, r*(l) 
= 1 and r*(f) = r*(f) ( s E S and f is the conjugate of f ). 
(2) Any product of elements in r*(C(X)) U (U s E ss-l~*(C(X))) can be rev= 
sented by SC’g for some s E S and g E r*(C(X)). This is because for fi E C(X) 
and si E S (1 G i G n) we have 
(s;%T*fJ(s~%T*f2). . . (s,G-rTT*fn) 
= slsz. . . ( s,)-‘(s^lsz...Sn)(~*fl)(S1S12...S,)(~*f2) 
. . . ( s,s,..$J(~*fn>, 
where (s1s2.. . ii.. . s,) means that si is omitted. It suffices to take s = (slsz . . . s,)-’ 
and g = r*(G,s,. . . sJf,>. . . n-*((s1s2.. . s”,>f,>. 
(3) Let A be the algebra generated by r*(C(X)) and s-‘a*(C(X)) for every 
s E S. Then any element in A is of the form s-‘g. To see this, note that any 
element in A is of the form C~~lais~~‘~*(fi) Si E S, f, E C(X) and n E .Z’+. 
But we have 
~aisi’~*(f~)=(SISZ...s~)-l~Ui(S,...~i...S,)7i*(fi) 
i=l i=l 
n 
= SISZ... ( S,)-lT* 
i 
CUi( Sl.. . fi.. . SE) fi . 
i=l I 
So it is enough to take s = (S1s2.. . s,)-l and g = cy==, a,(s,, . . . , ;i.. . s,>fi* 
We define a linear function Jo on A as follows; For g EA, we have g = 
s-lr*(f). Now take jZu(g>=p(f). If s;%-*<f,>=s;‘~*(f,>, then r*(s,f,)= 
r*(s2 fl), so s1 fz = s2 fl. Since p is S-invariant, we have pL( f,> = pL(sz f,> = PCs1 f,> 
= p( f2). That is, p is well defined. By Theorem 2.7 we have A= C(x). The linear 
function in may be extended to a linear function fi on C(B). The function fi 
satisfies (i) II fi II = II p II = 1; (ii) P - is T-invariant; and (iii) fici(r*( f 1) = pL( f >. By the 
Riesz representation theorem we conclude that fi is a probability measure on 2. 
0 
Now let fi be a T-invariant measure on C(g). Then fi(m*(f >> = fiii(T*(f )I, in 
other words j(m*f Xx> dF. = I(r*f Xx> dfi. We have 
(+qG))(sf > = j(sf >(x) d(WW 
= jr*(sf)(x) dfi = /@*f)(x) dfi 
= @*f)(x) dG = (+(G))(f). / 
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That is, ‘Tj(@) is an S-invariant measure on C(X). From this and Proposition 4.2 
we conclude that + maps MT(X) onto M’(X). The map 7i is also one-to-one. To 
see this, note that if fir, ii2 EMU and 7j(F;,) = 7j(fi2), then for g =s-‘r*(f) 
EA we have 
I g d/ii, = Is-‘r*(f) dfiii, = jr*(f) d/G = (+(iQ)(f) 
= (+($2))(f) = lr*(f) di& = /s+r*(f’) d& = ]g diG. 
So ii1 and EL2 coincide on A, and hence on C(d). That is, jil = fi2. Let 6’ be the 
restriction of 7i on MT(X). Since MT(X) is a closed convex subset of M(X), we 
conclude 
Theorem 4.3. The map 6’ : (M*(X), S> + (M’(X), S> is an isomorphism. MT(d) 
is also affinely isomorphic to M’(X). 
Corollary 4.4. (i) fi E MT(g) is ergodic iff &(/I) E M’(X) is ergodic; 
(ii) fi is uniquely ergodic iff 7j(fi) E M’(X) is uniquely ergodic. 
Proof. (i) By [14, Theorem (1.311. (ii) By [14, 5.151. 0 
We now generalize a result of McMahon 1111 to the semigroup case. The 
method we use here illustrates how to apply (2, T) in studying (X, T). 
Proposition 4.5. Suppose (X, S) ~9’ and u is an S-invariant measure on X. Let N 
be a closed invariant subset of X X X (i.e., N(S U S-l> c N) and let N, = {x’ 1(x, x’) 
EN} where x EX. Let K = K(N) = {(s, y)l u(N,AN,) = 0). Then K is a closed 
invariant equivalence relation on X which contains Q<X, S). 
Proof. Let (2, S> be the Z-extension of (X, S), T = SS’ and r : CT!?, S) + W, S>. 
By Theorem 4.3 there exists a T-invariant measure /r; on X such that %Gii) = p. 
For a Bore1 subset A of X we can see easily that fiii(~‘(A)) =&I). Now let 
N= (r x T)-~(N) and I?(N) = {(p, q) EXXX I fi(l\;bAP?J = 01. For x, y EX, 
let p, q EX be such that r(p) =x and 4q)=y. Then Np = ((rXrrpl(N)&, 
fiq = ((z- x T)-~(N)),. We have 
Hence /I(??__ - I”?~) = jIii(6 
Np - i?jk = Y’(N,) - rTT-l(NY) = r-‘(N, -NJ. 
p.(N,AN,,). Now 
‘(N, -NY)) = p(N, -NJ. Therefore fic;(I?pA~q> = 
(p, q) &(ti) = fi(N,dI$) =0 
= p(N,AN,) = 0 
- (~9 Y) EK(N) 
ti (T(P), r(q)) EK(N) 
ti (P, 4) +m--‘(K(N)). 
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So I&?> = (r x r)-‘(K(N)). But by [ll, Lemma 1.21, k(g) is a closed, T-in- 
variant equivalence relation containing Q(k, T). So K(N) is a closed S-invariant 
equivalence relation on X XX. 
Since Q(d, S) c Q(X, T) L&S), it follows that (X/I?(#), S) is equicontinu- 
ous (Proposition 3.13). As k(N) = (r X r)-‘(K(N)), it is clear that (X/I?(N), S) 
and (X/K(N), S) are isomorphic. Hence (X/K(N), S) is equicontinuous. So we 
have Q(X, S) cK(N) by Proposition 3.14. 0 
Let (X, S) ~9. Let r be the homomorphism from (2, S) onto (X, S). Then 
(r x r)(Q(X, T)) = (r x rXQ(8, S)) c Q(X, S). On the other hand, (7 X 
r)-l(Q(X, S)) cP(X, S) 0 Q(X, S), when (X, S) admits an invariant measure p. 
By Proposition 4.2, 7 induces an invariant measure fi on (2, S). By [ll, Theorem 
1.51, Se(X, T) = Q(X, T) = Q(X, S) is a closed invariant equivalence relation. By 
Remark 1.10(3), P(X, S) c Q(X, S). Hence P(X, S) 0 Q(J?, S> = 12(-J?, S>. This 
implies that (7 x r)-‘(Q(X, S)) = Q(X, S) and Q(X, S) is an equivalence rela- 
tion. So we have the following condition. 
Theorem 4.6. Let (X, S) ~9 which admits an invariant measure. Then Se(X, S> = 
QLX’, 9. 
Remarks 4.7. As pointed out by the referee, we may directly prove Theorem 4.6 
without going through the lifting to (k, S) (see the final remarks of [3, Chapter 
VI). 
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